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What is ‘SkyQ Infotech’?
This is an era of knowledge explosion, which is
theoretically and practically dominated and shaped
by Information Technology. The quest of knowledge is
unending and it goes back to the elementary level of
questioning attitude. For asking question is a best
way of learning. We struggle and aim at putting the
whole idea into a technical framework symbolically
entitled as SkyQ. For ‘Sky’ is the limit and ‘Q’ is the
source of inspiration – may be a customer and
developer.

www.skyq.in
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Our Mission
“Our mission is to Automate & Digitalise all
possible manual systems & Businesses in such a
manner that will save a lot of time, money & make
life happier & easier.”
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Our Vision
“To Provide a Solution using the latest trends &
technologies under single roof & one stop
solution for all technology related needs for every
business.”
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Our Company Values
We thrive to give you perfect embodiment of vitality

Rectitude

Excellence

Accountability

Respect

Teamwork

Collaboration
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Company’s Timeline
SkyQ has been around since 2012. During that time we have picked up fantastic clients
and delivered great work. Here is our story.

01, Oct 2012

01, Oct 2014

01, April 2016

It was founded by
Mr. Saurabh Karve
with Team of 2
people at his Study
Place

We have celebrated
SkyQ’s 2nd Birthday
with Score of 52
Happy Clients and
Team of 8 People

We've progressed to
the stage where we
can develop really
quite powerful
systems, and we
have started building
mission critical
applications that
companies are
running their entire
businesses on.
Score Of 105 Clients
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What We Do
We struggle & aim towards putting whole idea
into the technical framework symbolically entitled
as 'SkyQ'. Where Sky is limit & Q is the source of
inspiration - Client, Developer.
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How we do?
Effective Web development solution is the key to making your business more
competitive and successful!
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We Start with
Discussion

Discuss

Here We decide
a Strategy.

Decide

2

3

Design of The
design

Design

The Process of
Development

Develop
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Your Project will
get reviewed.

Debug

We Deliver your
project

Deliver
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Why you should work with SkyQ

We think you’re unique

We like to share

Pixels friendly

Every client or person is unique for

Our free and social motivated web

Very good knowledge and pixel by

us, in many regards to us.

tools and websites.

pixel mapping of each page.

MORE

MORE

MORE
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Meet our Team
O U R P E O P L E A R E O U R G R E AT E S T A S S E T & B I G G E S T D I F F E R E N T I AT O R .
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The people behind the magic
Our People are our Greatest Asset & Biggest Differentiator.

Saurabh Karve

Jaydev Karve

Ankit Zemse

FOUNDER CEO

MARKETING HEAD

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT HEAD

Very enthusiastic, promising,
young, dashing and technically
sound entrepreneur.

Marketing geek with great experience,
with having great convincing capability
& good understanding with clients.

Very promising and experienced
marketing geek, with very good
communication skills.

Tanmay Patwardhan

Pawan Agre

Prasad Gulawani

C L I E N T R E L AT I O N S H I P H E A D

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

O P E R AT I O N S H E A D

Very promising new young
marketing master, with very
good customer relationship.

Technology backbone and
logic master, who can
overcome any technical glitch.

Logic, testing, coding and functional
knowledge with good
establishment. Excellent Manager

Deepak Bhalekar

Mayur Deshmukh

Abhijeet Gaikwad

SENIOR DEVELOPER

SENIOR DEVELOPER

SENIOR DESIGNER

Logic thinker, quick in coding,
innovator and having command
over all used technologies.

Upcoming new developer, with
quick learning and tech-friendly
qualities. Dedicated Guy!

Upcoming new designer, with
quick learning and decorative
sense qualities. Hardworking Guy!

Bhagyashree Damle

Vrishabh Shah

Smriti Agarwal

JUNIOR DESIGNER

JUNIOR DESIGNER

JUNIOR DESIGNER

Enthusiastic in every sense,
Good office manager and
project co-ordination.

Smart, crafty and apt, When it
comes to any designing tasks. Shows
ample creativity in every detail.

Developing web designer, having
artistic sense with lot of positiveness
and smile. Good content writer.
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Our Services
I N D I G I TA L A N D C H A N G I N G B U S I N E S S E N V I R O N M E N T, W E P R O V I D E
M U C H R O B U S T A N D A U T H E N T I C AT E D S E R V I C E S . T O S TA N D Y O U U P
T O T H E M A R K A N D G E T D E S I R E D G O A L W I T H G R E AT R E S U LT S .
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Web
Development

E-Commerce
Solutions

Using high end
technologies to provide
multi linguistic and multi
functional web
applications.

E-commerce website
development involves
transforming your ideas
and business to online
shopping solutions.

MORE

MORE

ERP & CRM
Well analyzed, structured
and tested ERPs and
CRMs in various fields of
business. Which help
newly emerging and well
established entrepreneurs
and organizations.

MORE

Social Media
Marketing
Social Media Marketing
can help you to find new
prospective customers
whom you can target and
ensure business growth of
your brands.

MORE
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Web
Development
Using high end
technologies to provide
multi linguistic and multi
functional web
applications.

Web Development Services
In tandem with web design, web development plays a vital role in
your business site success. While web design covers the graphics and
layout of your site, web development is the core coding that holds
your web applications together. Strong web development bolsters
your web design so that you have error-free loading pages and a
flexible web structure to support an expanding business. SkyQ
Infotech provides web design and web development rooted in
creativity and founded in technical expertise.
MORE
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E-Commerce
Solutions
E-commerce website
development involves
transforming your ideas
and business to online
shopping solutions.

E-commerce Business
Solutions & Consulting
E-commerce website development involves transforming your ideas
and business to online shopping solutions. Combining e-commerce
applications and solutions with a visually appealing and user friendly
website helps your target audience to shop easily and purchase more
products online.
MORE
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ERP & CRM
Well analyzed, structured
and tested ERPs and
CRMs in various fields of
business. Which help
newly emerging and well
established entrepreneurs
and organizations.

Enterprise Resource Planning
Customer Relationship Management
ERP and CRM are similar in many ways, as they are both used to
increase the overall profitability of a business. As their core
functionalities are completely different, it’s best for a business to first
look at them as separate, stand-alone systems. When viewed
separately, it’s easier to see how ERP and CRM each play a role in
improving efficiency and increasing sales.
MORE
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Social Media
Marketing
Social Media Marketing
can help you to find new
prospective customers
whom you can target and
ensure business growth of
your brands.

Engage…..Monitor & Listen…..
Measure……..Growth
After a careful analysis, we will create and distribute the content at
once through multiple social media channels such as Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, etc. Hence using our social media tools,
we can do bulk publishing of your brands content and target the right
audience. We can also schedule your posts as per your preferences
with our social media tools.

MORE
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Our Clients
The people, whom we are working with. Giving satisfactory results and
support successfully.
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Aniruddha Patwardhan
CEO & FOUNDER
www.setucreations.com

I have known SkyQ for over 3 years now. The
Organisation is young with a dedicated and
committed team. It is endowed with excellent
domain knowledge and a 'never say die' attitude
which is so very important in today's rapidly
changing industry landscape. My best wishes team
SkyQ!
L E A R N

M O R E
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Kaustubh Gogate
Director
www.pratibimbphotography.com

Perceiving a thought is tedious process & I can see
it is carried out in SkyQ very well. They know
themselves, boundaries & points of sixers as well.

L E A R N

M O R E
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Deepak Modgekar
CEO
www.dbmsys.in

Aptly & Skilfully headed by Saurabh. SkyQ has taken
giant strides in Web designing and programming.
Working with and getting our website online was a
pleasing experience.

L E A R N

M O R E
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Our Works
IF YOU WANT TO BREAK BOUNDARIES WITH YOUR
P R O J E C T, W O R K I N G W I T H U S I S A G O O D S TA R T.
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Some of Our Web Projects
Building responsive, static, dynamic, one page, good looking, multi functioning and light
weight templates and web designs.

Medicine & Law Convention
Web Portal

Oasis Human Resource
Dynamic Website

United Shotokan Karate
Association

www.medicineandlawconvention.com

www.oasishumanresource.com

www.uska.in

Check our Portfolio at www.skyq.in/works
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Some of Our Web Projects
Building responsive, static, dynamic, one page, good looking, multi functioning and light
weight templates and web designs.

Augustus Healthcare
Solutions LLP, USA

CSA Legal

Resonance Designs

www.augustushcs.com

www.csalegal.com

www.resonancedesigns.com

Check our Portfolio at www.skyq.in/works
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Tailor-Made Solutions
For your Business
Our well-tested, well-defined and good technology
used products will give better output and road-maps to
achieve success.
MORE

Easy to Use

Build to Scale

Our UI and UX features
allow users to access
everything in simple
steps

Scale your Business App
any time. As you grow,
manage your apps with
privileged team
accounts.

Great Support

Straight Forward
Pricing

Our Smart Technicians
are available on Chat,
Phone line and Even
Physically at your place.
Dont;s Lag Anywhere!

Great Strides taken to
reduce your overall
expenses and improved
efficiency.
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Tablet + Phone Integration
Access From Anywhere
An Trouble-free & facile application development is
crucial today, you want to make sure your application
runs on all sizes of machines with ease & exuberance.
MORE

Cloud Based Solution
The need to keep your crucial and invaluable Data
buoyant and safe, we have all our solutions backed
up by eminent cloud technology. Hassle-free & easy
access to your own data on the go.
MORE
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Get in Touch
DO YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE? WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU!
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Get in Touch
With Us
Do you want to know more? We’d love to hear from
you!

Send us a message or visit us
Whenever you like
SkyQ Infotech,
A-5 Yashodarshan, Near Virupaksha Mandir,
Panvel, Maharashtra, India
410206
info@skyq.in
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Visit Our Website
www.skyq.in

SUPPORT CENTER

O N L I N E C H AT

We Would like to
hear from you..!!
Our able support
staff would help you
resolve any kinds of
issues, with a brief
smile & hasty flow

We love to keep party
Going…!!
Text your query
anytime & make
yourself at home !
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Thank you!
www.skyq.in

